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Day 1
In the morning session campers
learn the basics of cooking and
sustainable farming techniques.
Campers will also learn kitchen
safety techniques. We will have a
healthy, tasty lunch together at
noon. In the afternoon, campers visit
The Kid’s Table Cooking School to
learn how to prepare a fantastic,
healthy meal!

Day 2
Campers start the day with a visit to
an urban garden to see how Chicago
residents grow and harvest their
own herbs, fruits and vegetables in
a big city environment. At noon we
will have a quick pause to have
lunch together. In the afternoon
campers take a cooking course at the
Chopping Block, learning how to
make delicious deserts from scratch!

who are we?
Lakefront Scholars is an academic summer camp for kids ages 8 to 15. We
feel the best way to increase children’s engagement in the learning process is
through direct and immediate application of classroom learning to a “real
world” usage of STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and
Mathematics) components. We make learning fun!

what makes us unique?
The Lakefront Scholars approach to academic enrichment and building
language skills is simple: give kids opportunities to learn through hands on
activities and by using their critical thinking skills. In addition, campers at
Lakefront Scholars come from around the corner and around the world! We
are proud of our global family and we recognize that learning involves more
than just academics.

Mini camp is an all day affair, beginning at 9 AM and continuing until 4:30 PM
A healthy and delicious lunch is included
Camp tuition cost includes transportation, entrance fees, camp t-shirt, and all
workshop materials and studio fees!
The mini camp is held at our Lincoln Park location during sessions 4, 5, and 6.
State licensed teachers: all of our class instructors are experienced, state licensed
teachers who are passionate about education.

contact info
West Loop location
1046 W Kinzie
Chicago, IL 60642

Lincoln Park location
2320 N Kenmore
Chicago, IL 60614

Phone no: 312-684-6838 / www.lakefrontscholars.com
info@lakefrontscholars.com

